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a watercolour painting of the house. This
painting depicting the house and immediate
grounds was executed circa 1830-50 by
Charity Cleave, a member of the Davies
family who owned Cote Bank sometime
between 1825 and 1865.

In early December, the Trust received an
email from a Matt Dickson enquiring whether
we could send him a copy of ‘Repton and
the Rich Apothecary, New Light on Cote
Bank’ by James Russell which appeared
in our Journal No. 1, dated 2006.

The watercolour painting is 21 x 28cms
and shows part of Repton’s landscaping.
It appears to be painted from life and is
not a later rendition. On the back of the
painting are various annotations describing
the family history of Charity Cleave and their
association with the house. What makes this
discovery all the more remarkable is the fact
the painting is now in Sydney in Australia.

The requested article was duly scanned
and sent along with the inevitable question:
why the interest in a property that was
demolished in the 1930s? The response was
totally unexpected. Matt explained he was
researching Cote Bank because he owned

The Australian connection seems to be
that the Relph branch of Charity Cleave’s
family became established in Sydney around
the mid 19th century. An explanation on the
back of the painting states that it was ‘sent
out’ circa 1938.
continued on page 9

More Light on Cote Bank

Chairman’s Welcome
A warm welcome to you all and I hope
you enjoy reading this edition of the Spring
Bulletin which has full details for two of our
visits in the first part of the year. They are
two very contrasting visits to Tormarton
Court and a guided walk through the Sylvia
Crowe landscape of the Cumberland Basin.
Of course, this year is the Tercentenary of
the birth of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown and
quite rightly there has been a lot of media
coverage about this. I had cause to check
the date of Brown’s death and in the same
article discovered that 2016 is exactly 310
years since the death of John Evelyn in
1706. Evelyn was a writer, gardener and
diarist and was especially known for his
knowledge of trees. His book Sylva, or
A Discourse of Forest-Trees, first published
in 1664, was written as an encouragement
to landowners to plant trees to provide
timber for England’s navy but it very quickly
became recognised as one of the most
influential texts on forestry ever published
and remains so to this day.
The book covers all aspects of arboriculture
including sections covering what Evelyn
called ‘Of the Earth, Soil, Seed, Air, and
Water’. There are also detailed instructions
for both planting and transplanting trees
followed by chapters on the characteristics
and requirements of individual trees. It is
perhaps not too fanciful to think that Brown
would have owned a copy of Sylva and may
have consulted it when he was undertaking
some of his commissions.
So, perhaps it is not unreasonable that
besides celebrating Brown and his
achievements, we should also remember
John Evelyn who arguably played a part in
laying the foundations for Brown and the
fashionable naturalistic landscape style of
the day approximately a hundred years later.

Ros Delany
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Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
in association with The Gardens Trust

Tercentenary Conference on
Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown
New Research Symposium
& The Gardens Trust AGM
Thursday 1 - Sunday 4 September
Tours, lectures and exhibitions on Brown’s
life and works, both executed and ‘planned’
Visit to Brown’s Manor at Fenstanton and
his enigmatic memorial in the parish church
Guided tours of his major landscapes
at Wimpole Hall and Madingley Hall
Optional visit to the renowned Cambridge
University Botanic Gardens
Based at Robinson College,
Grange Road, Cambridge CB3 9AN.
More details and booking form:
www.cambsgardens.org.uk

Painting the Modern Garden:
Monet to Matisse
Currently on at the Royal Academy,
London until 20 April 2016
www.royalacademy.org.uk

Registered Charity No. 900377 Company No. 2357099
CREATE Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol BS1 6XN

Chairman: Ros Delany 01275 371398
chairman@avongardenstrust.org.uk
Membership Sec.: Anne Merriman 01934 833619
membership@avongardenstrust.org.uk
Danby, The Causeway,
Congresbury, Bristol BS49 5DJ
Trust publications are edited by
Emma Jones 0117 239 9715
editor@avongardenstrust.org.uk

www.avongardenstrust.org.uk
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Avon Gardens Trust Events

The Bristol Schemes
of Sylvia Crowe

Tormarton Court

Landscape associated with the
Cumberland Basin Bridges and
Ashton Gate Junction road scheme

Thursday 19 May at 1.30pm

Wendy Tippett takes us on a guided walk
through Sylvia Crowe’s landscape scheme.
Meeting at Lockside Café (near the CREATE
Centre) to the south of Cumberland Basin,
we will head to the famous ‘Look Out’.

Pleached hornbeams

We will explore Crowe’s use of tree and
mass shrub planning, ‘land shaping’, and
hard materials in her attempt to humanise
the massive engineering road structure;
providing communal spaces, segregated
pedestrian circulation and expansive views.

View across the south lawn and terrace

The walled garden has been restored
and contains a mix of herbaceous borders,
vegetable gardens, a White Garden and
numerous fruit trees including ’step-over’
apple trees.
Tea and home-made cake will be served
in the Italian Courtyard with its signature
Cupressus sempervirens, olive and fig
trees. Should the weather be wet, there
is an indoor option.
Members £8, guests £10, to include tea
and cake. Please book by Wednesday 18
May using the form on page 7.
Church Road, Tormarton, GL9 1HT
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As the Ashton Swingbridge will still be out
of action due to the Metrobus construction,
we will be using the intended Crowe
pedestrian route – crossing over to ‘Kick
About Area’ of Ashton Meadows via the
elevated Avon Bridge. Rather than pacing all
the way south across Greville Smyth Park to
Ashton Gate Junction, we will loop back to
explore the ‘Cumberland Piazza’, in Hotwells.
This was where approximately 50% of the
landscape budget was spent and we can
identify the remains of the café, communal
seating and play area – as well as the mature
trees, elegant steps and intriguing paving
pattern – all in a palette of concrete and
coloured tarmacadam.

An unusual guided walk for AGT members urban and likely to be noisy; you will need
to take care when using the concrete spiral
staircases and walking on the pavement
alongside the busy road.
We aim to finish at the Rose of Denmark,
Hotwells, where they will be warned that
there maybe a few extra for lunch.
Members & guests £5. Please book by
Friday 10 June using the form on page 7.
Lockside Café, 1 Brunel Lock Road,
Cumberland Basin, Bristol, BS1 6XS
See Wendy Tippett’s article in Journal No. 7

photos: Wendy Pollard

The Italian courtyard

Saturday 11 June, 11.00am

photos: Ros Delany

The current owners purchased Tormarton
Court 13 years ago and since then have
embarked on an ambitious renovation of
both the house and the garden.
The house was constructed in the 18th
century but was significantly altered and
extended in 1812 when it became the home
of Lord William Somerset, the brother of the
Duke of Beaufort. Lord William was the rector
of nearby St Mary Magdalene Church but his
great love was hunting. He rebuilt the stables
which have architectural features similar to
those at Dodington Park.
In the 1950s, the grounds were laid out by
the owner, Lady Altrincham, in such a way
to keep maintenance to a minimum. All the
areas outside of the walled garden were laid
down to grass and so almost everything you
will see on this visit has been planted
or renovated by the present owners.
The Head Gardener will take us on a tour
of the grounds which will include the formal
Rose Garden with its highly scented ‘Deep
Secret’ roses backed by a row of mature
lime trees, the South Terrace where wisteria
clothes the side of the house and The Glade
where fruit trees are under planted with
thousands of spring bulbs. The camassia
should be in flower when we visit.
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Later this year
Garden visit and AGM
Lady Farm, Chelwood
Saturday 6 August, 2pm
In the nine years since AGT’s last visit,
the 12 acre garden has seen many
changes. The AGM will be in the tea room
overlooking the garden which we can
explore on a tour afterwards. Created
by Judy Pearce, Judy will talk about the
changes she’s made before we step out to
the garden with its natural springs feeding
lakes, wildflower meadow, shaded walks,
‘prairie’ and ‘steppe’ style planting in
amongst formal borders and vistas in
the rolling landscape.

Day trip by coach to
Durslade Farm & Pen Mill
Farm
Wednesday 7 September
Durslade Farm is the home of the Hauser
and Wirth Gallery where Piet Oudolf has
created the landscaping for the entire
site. An internationally-renowned Dutch
landscape designer, Oudolf is a leading
figure of the ‘New Perennial’ movement
with his use of bold drifts of herbaceous

perennials and arching grasses, chosen
as much for their structure as for their
signature colours of rusts and soft purples.
Our next visit is to Pen Mill Farm, a romantic
garden with acid-loving mature trees and
shrubs in a secluded valley. After lunch
here, the owners will take us on a guided
tour of their garden with its late summer
herbaceous borders featuring over 50
different salvias.

Booking Form

Tormarton Court
Thursday 19 May at 1.30pm

Your name:
Address:

Lunch and Lecture

Postcode

Thursday 10 November
A light buffet lunch at the Clifton Cathedral
followed by a talk from Margie Hoffnung.

E-mail:

“Rosemary Verey came to gardening at
the relatively late age of about 40 and
within twenty years was one of the most
celebrated garden designers of the late
20th century. My talk will examine how
she managed this and who and what
influenced the development of her particular
strand of plant-driven garden making. I will
look in some detail at how these factors
manifested themselves in different aspects
and themes within her design work, as
well as looking at how the antiquarian
horticultural books she owned and those
she wrote contributed to her legacy.”

Telephone:

If you would like to be kept
informed by e-mail of news
and events connected
with the Trust, please
tick this box

Confirmation of booking will be by email. If post is preferred please enclose a stamped
self-addressed envelope with your cheque. Send completed form with your cheque to:

Peter Hills, Little Naish, Naish Hill, Clapton in Gordano, Bristol BS20 7RZ
E-mail: events@avongardenstrust.org.uk Telephone: 01275 858 80
Please complete the details on the reverse of this form and return it by 18 May

"

The Genius of Sylvia Crowe

Booking Form

Saturday 11 June, 11.00am

Your name:

Check for the latest news on our events at www.avongardenstrust.org.uk/events
Address:

Our Website
In a burst of post-Christmas enthusiasm,
the Trust finally has a new website. Having
remained essentially the same for 15 years,
it was no longer fit for purpose and I hope
it is now more adaptable to ambitions to
develop it further.
I’d like to say thank you to all who have
helped with this, particularly to Peter Hills for
his patience and Ros Delany for putting up
with my bullying to get things written. Also
to Ruth Corner who has kept the interactive
map under control for the last few years.
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Much more can be done. There are a couple
of things in the pipeline, but if you have ideas
for content we might add, do let me know.
Something I am particularly keen to find are
sources for older pictures of Avon’s parks
and gardens which we could use without
infringing anyone’s copyright.
From a technical angle, as the proverbial one
eyed man, I would also be glad to hear from
anyone who can speak fluent HTML and
thinks they might have time to help.

Martin Burnham

web@avongardenstrust.org.uk

Postcode
E-mail:
Telephone:

If you would like to be kept
informed by e-mail of news
and events connected
with the Trust, please
tick this box

Confirmation of booking will be by email. If post is preferred please enclose a stamped
self-addressed envelope with your cheque. Send completed form with your cheque to:

Peter Hills, Little Naish, Naish Hill, Clapton in Gordano, Bristol BS20 7RZ
E-mail: events@avongardenstrust.org.uk Telephone: 01275 858 80
Please complete the details on the reverse of this form and return it by 10 June
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continued from front page

Number of AGT Members:

@ £8 each

Records show that the recipient, a
Mrs J A Elliott, was the daughter of George
Relph who was one of one of the early
colonists of New South Wales.

subtotal £

Names of AGT Members:

Number of Guests:

@ £10 each

Matt Dickson came by this piece of Bristol
history because, to use his words, he ‘rescued’
it at a general auction in Sydney, where it
was probably being sold off by descendants
of Mrs Elliott. He goes on to say ‘It has great
charm as a painting, and that’s what caught
our eye, but when we turned it over and
saw the annotations on the back we straight
away recognised that this piece of history
must be rescued from oblivion’.

subtotal £

Names of Guests:

total £

If you or any of your party have any special requirements
please list them below or on a separate sheet

Ros Delany

James Russell writes...

I enclose a cheque (payable to ‘Avon Gardens Trust’) for £

"
Number of AGT Members:

@ £5 each

subtotal £

Names of AGT Members:

In my 2006 article on Cote Bank I attempted
to reconstruct the architectural history of
the house from the only visual source then
available, a set of late 19th century photographs.
Three phases could be distinguished, the
first being the original house built in the late
1790s. This appeared to have been
a compact villa, three bays wide and
(as I then thought) three stories high.

The fortunate rediscovery of Charity Cleave’s
accomplished and attractive painting gives
a much clearer view of this early house, free
of later accretions. It can now be seen that
this had only two stories, the top (attic) floor
being a later addition. The slated roofs were
unusually steeply pitched, creating a busy
roofline further enlivened by at least six tall
chimneys. Attached to the otherwise blank
south wall was a three bay conservatory,
again with a steep slated roof and tall windows
topped by Tudor style hood moulds. The
design is more interesting and attractive
than I thought in 2006 and I am now much
happier than I was then in accepting it as
the work of John Adey Repton.
As far as the wider landscape is concerned
the iron fences shown in the painting can be
readily identified with the fence lines marked
on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey
25 inch map. On the right hand side of the
painting can be seen the small gabled lodge
guarding the entrance to the estate from
Westbury Road. Like the house and the rest
of the estate this vanished in the 1930s.
You can read James’s piece from Journal No. 1
at www.avongardenstrust.org.uk/cotebank/

Text on back of painting of Cote Bank in four different hands, all in ink:
Cote Bank near Bristol Somersetshire.
Number of Guests:

@ £5 each

subtotal £

Names of Guests:

If you or any of your party have any special requirements
please list them below or on a separate sheet

total £

The property of Mr and Mrs Davies.
Mrs Davies was Elizabeth Cleave, & this the home
of old “Aunt “Lizzie”, her niece who was daughter
of Frances Gibson (Mrs Davies’ youngest sister.)
Aunt Lizzie’s sister niece* was Mrs Relph (2nd
cousin to Mary Cleave afterwards Mrs Symonds
of Okeleigh Hereford)
Cote Bank seems to have been a 2nd home to
all the Cleaves and Gibsons. It was a lovely place.
This watercolour was painted by Charity Cleave
of Newcombes Crediton Devonshire a first
cousin to “Aunt” Lizzie.
* “Aunt Lizzie’s brother’s daughter was Mrs Relph.
M.? Symonds
Okeleigh

I enclose a cheque (payable to ‘Avon Gardens Trust’) for £
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Hereford

E [or G?] A Gibson [maybe?]
Cote Bank residence of Mr and Mrs Dav ?? Gib
(torn corner)
This painting was sent out to Mrs J. A. Elliott
Newcombes Strathfield c. 1938 by cousin Mary
(Miss M. F. Symonds).
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Great Gardens
of London

Oxford College
Gardens

by Victoria Summerley

by Tim Richardson

Photographs by Hugo Rittson
Thomas & Marianne Majerus

Photographs by Andrew Lawson

What a great escape from gloomy winter
days! The two photographers have split
the thirty featured gardens between them.
Victoria Summerley’s text forms about a third
of this large format book: a brief historical
context is given without being too academic,
and all plants and tree species are named.
As the majority of gardens are privately
owned and do not open to the public, we
can only appreciate them with Summerley’s
descriptions alongside the photographs.
You may have seen a couple of the gardens.
Many readers will have visited Hampton
Court. I came across one of my favourites
in the book a few years ago. Walking on the
south side of the Thames, a cluster of boats
moored in Bermondsey, just beyond Tower
Bridge, with wonderful planting displayed
on deck. These ‘floating gardens’ appear in
the book, as well as roof top gardens, royal
residences, past and current, and garden
squares for residents who pay to own a key.
A map of London shows how the gardens
are scattered throughout the city, most of
them are north of the river and a few are in
the Richmond area to the west. Details are
given for the gardens that do open to the
public and Summerley suggests additional
gardens available to visit which are also
shown on the map.
The book inspired me so that by the last
few pages I had a mental list of places I want
to see... Eltham Palace in Greenwich, the
Olympic Park, Strawberry Hill, Battersea
Park and perhaps the Open Garden
Squares Weekend in June.
Publisher: Frances Lincoln ISBN 978-0-7112-3611-0
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A “celebration of the
extraordinary hidden gardens of the
colleges of Oxford university”, this is a
big, heavy book, full of Lawson’s beautiful
colour photographs showing the gardens
at their best. The author, Tim Richardson,
is a garden historian with many book titles
to his name and he is also a trustee of The
Gardens Trust.
We are introduced to Oxford, ‘a watery city’,
by a long detailed history from which you can
gain a sense of the layout of the streets and
colleges, the river and meadows. The ‘high
walls and imposing gatehouses’ have given
the college gardens a sense of enclosure;
with secret gardens to be discovered upon
opening a small door.
Unlike Richardson, I didn’t attend Oxford
University, but when visiting the city I looked
around the Botanic Garden. This was
founded in 1621 as a physic garden and
so is the oldest in Britain as I learned when
reading this particular chapter.
Another time, when researching an essay,
I visited New College where a 16th century
mount can be seen within the old city walls,
now completely overgrown. There was
a mount at Wadham College which can
be seen in the book in a 1675 engraving
by David Loggan, topped by a figure of
Atlas holding a globe, but apparently this
all disappeared around the 1750s. So the
survival of the mount at New College is
unusual. In the several pages exploring
the history of these gardens, Richardson
discusses the mount, including one recent
theory that it could have been enlarged just
before the civil war for political purposes.

There are over forty Oxford colleges with
gardens varying in age, size and design; 32
of them are featured in their own chapters,
each with a plan showing the combination of
green spaces and buildings, the occasional
historic engraving, and the names of the
plants and trees you can see there today.

The amount of detail in Richardson’s text
when combined with Lawson’s photographs
make this a very interesting and enjoyable
book to read.
I note that it is dedicated “to the gardeners
of the Oxford colleges, past and present.”
Publisher: Frances Lincoln ISBN: 9780711232181

A Winning Garden
Many people of all ages may find
themselves the unpaid carer for someone
who needs extra support day to day, from
children looking after a parent with a disability
to an elderly couple where one partner is
the carer for the other.
The Carers’ Centre helps carers who live
in Bath and North East Somerset. They
provide information and advice, breaks from
caring and emotional support together with
personal development, support into work
and a Carer’s Emergency Card.
The Bath office moved to new premises in
late 2013. The building provided just the
accommodation they required with some car
parking space. However it had an unused
and desolate plot of land at the side so they
contacted Avon Gardens Trust to find out
about funding as they wanted to transform
this area. Just as we were making some
suggestions, help came from an unexpected
source: the BBC’s The One Show.
The One Show had a garden on display
at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Hampton
Court Flower Show in 2014 designed by
the winner of the television programme’s
competition. It was inspired by the Roman
Baths and the unique Georgian architecture
of Bath. At the end of the flower show, the
RHS and the One Show were keen to find
a permanent home for it in the city which
had inspired it. Thanks to support from
Bath & North East Somerset Council and
Bath in Bloom the garden was gifted
to the Carers’ Centre.

Wendy Pollard

Bookshelf

Flowers all ready to be planted in their new home

Volunteers installed the garden together with
an outdoor cabin designed for carers to use
during the summer months. Enough space
remained to install a raised planter for a
wildflower garden on the patio which would
be enjoyed by everyone.
Having run out of funds, the Centre
applied to Avon Gardens Trust for a grant to
create and install a wildflower planter using
recycled materials where possible. In their
application the Centre emphasised “how
caring is rewarding but also tiring, stressful
and lonely if you do not have the right
support. The garden is part of that support,
a place for carers to relax and unwind;
take advantage of the therapeutic effect
of gardening; make new friends and enjoy
precious time outdoors. The garden is open
every day of the week and there is a regular
gardening club.”
We look forward to catching up with the
planting in the early summer and a continuing
relationship with the Carers’ Centre in Bath.

Wendy Pollard
www.banescarerscentre.org.uk
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Shire Greens form part of the Shirehampton
Community Action Forum, an overarching
body which provides communication
facilities for community projects. Shire
Greens have planted and are looking after
a community orchard on the Daisy Field near
Shirehampton station. Winter is the time to
prune pears and apples so on a Saturday
morning early in December neighbours
gathered to set about the pruning under
instruction from an expert.
During 2015 Shire Greens had applied
to Avon Gardens Trust for a grant for some
tools. They had been struggling for many
years with one pair of secateurs and a
borrowed pair of loppers. We were pleased
to help the volunteers who look after this
long established community orchard.
On the day I went along to the pruning
session their delight at having the correct
tools at last was plain to see. The volunteers
were hard at work when I arrived. One pear
tree had been transformed and they were
Pruning the Beauty of Bath

photos: Wendy Pollard

Shire Greens
and the Daisy Field

starting on a Beauty of Bath apple. Once
finished they will be able to reach the fruit
more easily at picking time. Plums are
pruned in summer so no doubt there
will be another gathering.
It was 2002 when neighbours came
together as the Daisy Field, a valuable
open space, was feared to be threatened
with development.
The group received six fruit trees followed
by four more in 2003/4 by Bristol City Council
Parks Department. Shire Greens
not only planted the fruit trees, they planted
all the native mixed hedging which shields
the Daisy Field from the Portway. Nowadays
the Council trims the hedge by machine, but
in the early days an initial pruning was carried
out by hand with a Pay Back team brought
along by one of the Council Officers. (Pay
Back is the non-custodial system formerly
known as ‘Community Service’).
Shire Greens have also enlivened the
platform of Shirehampton Station. They
filled wooden planters provided by
Severnside Rail Partnership with flowers.
Following initial disappointment with plants
being stolen, Shire Greens now concentrate
on native and readily available plants and
are having greater success with keeping
the plants for all to enjoy.
Community enterprise and enthusiasm are
to be applauded and we look forward to our
continuing relationship with the Shire Greens.

Wendy Pollard
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